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LEAVING is a natural process, and it is almost equally natural
for leavers to imagine that the School will be unable to carry

on without them. Since social opinion must inevitably be largely
directed by the relative social position of the individual, it is in
a sense fitting that the leaver should suppose the peak of attain'
ment to be reached in his last year, when most rein was given to
his personality. And yet each generation discovers, on returning
to House Suppers, Commemoration and kindred functions, that
standards have not degenerated, and those who were supposed of
no consequence, or at best of indifferent worth, have very well
fulfilled the positions of their predecessors.

Now this is in no way intended to discourage that sentiment
which is very properly attached to leaving. In our view leaving
is a normal development of the individual, but a development
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which involves separation from a group life of a particularly
stimulating type, which cannot fail to have contributed permanent
effects upon the character and personality of the individual. To
leave, therefore, is regrettable, but, when the time for leaving
has come, to return would be untrue to oneself.

But there is one piece of advice, which, at the risk of appearing
pontifical, we should lIke to give all leavers. That is that they
should not imagine the simplest reform or the most necessary
innovation to be final and conclusive evidence tnat "the place is
going to the dogs." It is, perhaps, best to think of Sherborne not
as an institution fixed and unalterable, but as an association
flexible and varying with changing times and people. Nor should
they suppose that the progress and achievement of a School is
bound up with the individual activity of each generation, for it
is not. Sherborne is mutable, but her mutability is itself
conditioned by the fact of organic development, a collective,
continuous and evolutionary process, and one which the har
monious appreciation and encouragement of leavers, present and
past, may render all the surer.
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The following have gained athletic distinctions:-

CRICKET 1ST XI.

June 6 H. J. c. Bashford
(regained)

C. F. V. Martin
June 13 D. R. P. Maddison

June 22 S. F. St. M. WilIiams

July 4- I. Henderson
F. A. Coombe

July 9 J. B. Aylward
D. F. Hicketts

2ND XI.

June 13 I. Henderson July 3 P.H. Humphrevs
S. F. St. M. WilIiams P. G. A. I rvine

June 19 W. H. Mitchell L. A. B. Pilkington
P. M. Stevenson J. R. L. Scammell
H. P. WilIiams

COLTS CAPS.

June 6 Chignell mi. June 13 Earls-Davis
Druce Watson ma.
Ellis ma. July 3 Brayne

Hewitt Vipan

LiJley July 11 Leslie-Jones ma.
SJingsby Procter

June 13 Courtenay \Vatson mi.

SHOOTING EIGHT.

V. H. S. Hannay July 11 P. A. G. vVestlake

July 30 P. W. E. Kidner T. C. M. Hodges

M. A. Floyer
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The following have preached in Chapel this term :-Rev. A. Field,

F. C. Happold, Esq., Rev. Bede Frost, Rev. L. B. Bell, Father

Andrew, The Headmaster, H. A. Secretan, Esq. (Toc H), Rev.

F. S. Woods.

We congratulate A. J. G. Cracker on winning the School English

Essay, and S. J. H. Durnford on the School English Verse Prize.

On Thursday, June 17th, memhers of the Classical Sixth,
accompanied by Mr. O'Hanlon, Mr. Thompson and Mr. Green,

saw the Bradfield Greek Play. The Oedipus Tyrannus was this
year's production, and though it has not been acted at Bradfield before

was extremely well acted and produced.

An account of Commemoration appears elsewhere.

On Wednesday, June 30th, the School O.T.C. was inspected by
Lt.-Col. Gambier Parry, 0.5.0. The first half of the inspection
consisted in the Ceremonial. Afterwards the I nspecting Officer

watched a company performing its routine work and observed a
tactical exercise.
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R. A. Higgins (h, 1930-35) and H. L. B. Sheridan (a, 1929-35)
obtained First Class Honours in Part 1 of the Classical Tripos, E. M.
Hall (g, 1929-33) First Class Honours in the Mechanical Tripos, and
P. H. Geake (b, 1931-36) First Class Honours in Part 1 of the
Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge this June.

A. M. Barry, M.A., M.B., B.CHIR. (b, 1925-30), Pembroke College,
Cambridge, has beeen appointed Elmore Student from October 1st.

A. M. Turing, B.A. (h, 1926-31), King's College, Cambridge, has
been recommended for the Proctor Visiting Fellowship at Prince

town Unillersity.

BIRTHS.

DUNCOMBE-ANDERSON. On June 11th, 1937, to Glory, wife of
Antony John Duncombe-Al1dersoll (h, 1920-25),· of 14, Newbegin,

Beverley-a daughter.

\iVILCOX. On June 12th, 1937, at Two Trees, Claygate, to
Winifred (Hee Francis), wife of Claude \iVilcox (T, 1921-26)- a

sister for Hilary.

TRETHOWAN. On June 22nd, 1937, at Salisbury, to Phyllis
Fran1din Trethowan (flee l\Iiles), wife of Michael Trethowan (c,

1923-28)-a son.

BAKER. On June 26th, 1937, at Stanbridge House, Amersham,
Bucks, to Mary (Hee Sampson) and Euston Baker <t, 1908-14)- a son.

SPENS. On July 8th, 1937, at Bombay, to Evelyn (nee Bird),

wife of A. L. Spens (a, 1919-24)-a daughter.
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LINDSAY SMITH. On June 25th, 1937, at The Grove, Barton-on

Sea, Hants,toJoallne, wife of Capt. J. Lindsay Smith (b, 1918-22),
7th Gurkha Rifles-a daughter.

ENGAGEMENTS.

The following engagements are announced :-

OWEN-TYRRELL-MARTlN. Berkeley Stuart Owen (d, 1920-24),
son of Mr. and Mrs. Owen, of Tunbridge Wells, and Diana Tyrell.

Martin, stepdaughter of Colonel E. M. Liddell, and daughter of Mrs.

Liddell, of Broad Oak Manor, Bexhill-on·Sea, Sussex.

STOTE-BLANDY-HENDERSON. Gordon Blandy (d, 1925-30),
younger son of the Rev. A. \V. and Mrs. Stote-Blandy, of ColehiII
Vicarage, \Vimborne, and Patricia Mary, daughter of 1\lr. and Mrs.
Stanley Henderson, of Epsom.

TARBUTT-CUTHBERTSON. Charles Arthur Percy Tarbutt
(b, 1926-31), only son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tarbutt, of the Island,
Greatbridge, Homsey, and Susan H edley, younger daughter of the

late Edward Hedley Cuthbertson and of Mrs. Francis Follett, of~31,

Trafalgar Square, Chelsea.

WOOLLCOMBE - WAGSTAFFE. Michael John vVoollcombe
(g, 1923-27), Royal Tank Corps, only son of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
\Voollcombe, Whitchurch, Devon, and Barbara Ruth (Barry),
younger daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. H. \Vagstaffe, of Bidborough
Ridge, Tunbridge Wells.

MARRIAGE.

CROCKER-RAE-MARTIN. On June 22nd, 1937, quietly at
Darenth Church, John Delamain Crocker (a, 1921-25), elder son of

Brig.-Gen. G. D. Cracker, C.B., and l\Trs. Cracker, of Moreton
Morrell, Warwickshire, to Joyce Elizabeth, eldest dau'ghter of Mr.
and Mrs. G. Rae-Martin, of Plan, Kent.
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BRIG.-GEN. GILBERT BOYS SMITH, C.B. U, 1872-77), late R.A.,

died June 27th, 1936, at Seat on, in his seventy-eighth year.

DUKE. On July 12th, 1937, at Morland, Dorchester, Dorset,

HENRY EDWARD DUKE (a, 1901-05), late Major, 4th Dorsets,

dearly loved husband of Philippa Duke (nee Nunns), elder son of

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barnaby Duke.

VIe are very sorry to have to record the death of HUGH EDWARD

BUCKINGHAM (e, 1917-21). He was killed in an air accident, when

the plane" Electra" crashed into a mountain on the Mexican Air

Service. He was among the nine passengers who were killed. After

leaving here he matriculated at London University in 1921 and then

left to join the Mexican Eagle Company, his successful career in

which was cut short by this terrible disaster. \Ve offer our deepest

sympathy to his wife and child in their great loss.
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COMMEMORATION.

[JULY,

Commemoration was shortened this year, and the new programme
was generally popular. The O.T.C. Inspection was cut out of the

Commemoration programme, and this change was welcomed by

everyone. The Physical Training, preceded by the Gym. Squad,

took place on Friday afternoon, leaving Saturday morning free for

the start of the O.SS. match. Both Gym. and P.T. were as

excellent as they always are, and we are surprised to hear that it

has been suggested to do away with the P.T. for one year at least.

The rest of Friday afternoon was occupied by some Swimming

Sports. The "stunt" diving was especially well done, and all who

took part deserve congratulation. In the evening there was the

Concert, which I am not competent to criticize. Suffice to say it

went with a swing from beginning to end.

On Saturday the Service and Speeches were followed by the

Cricket Match which, strange to remark, was won by the School.
Sunday took its usual course.

COMMEMORATION P.T. DISPLAY.

The arrangements at Commemoration this year were altered

owing to there being no Corps Inspection; to avoid the usually

crowded Saturday morning the P.T. Display was changed to Friday

afternoon. The gym. squad performed first, and I was very pleased

indeed with their demonstration; the parellel bar work was well

controlled, some of the exercises being harder than usual, and the

whole thing went with a nice easy swing; the horsework was done

in quick succession, longways and broadways alternately, and only

took about three minutes to get through.
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D. H. Dammers (b)
H. P. Williams (b)
R. M. Neale (j)
H. Sassoon (a)

T. O. Candler (b)
I. Henderson (11)

M.E.K.W.

The gym. squad did not join the School mass P.T. this year, so
that as soon as they had dismissed the School marched on; the mass
work was taken by de Glanville, the Head of the School, and was
very much better than the rehearsal promised; the marching and
dressing were good, and I consider the standard of work shown was
well equal to that of other years.

I should like to take this opportunity of congratulating the gym.
squad on its work both at Commemoration and throughout the past

year. They have all improved greatly since this squad got together

about a year ago, and I am glad to say that there is a chance of seven

old colours being left for next term.

Alexander has been a very good and keen captain, and his work·

has steadily improved since he got his colours in 1934; he leaves
this term as one of the best all-round gymnasts in the School, and
certainly one of the keenest. Alexander and Scammell, who is the
most polished performer in the gym. squad, will be a great loss, but
I hope that their example of keenness and efficiency will not be lost
on those coming after them.

The gym. squad are as follows:-

1. P. I. Alexander (a) (Capt.) 7.

2. J. R. L. Scammell (c) 8.
3. A. D. B. Bulmer (f) 9.

4. D. Hutchison (d) 10.

5. J. C. Flitch (a) 11.
6. G. P. Bulmer (j) 12.

SWIMMING GYMKHANA.

The heats for this were held previous to Commemoration, and

the finals on Friday, June 18th, after the P.T. It is the first time
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any swimming has been introduced at Commemoration, and it proved

very popular with the parents. The original idea was to have a
swimming and diving match against the O.sS., but this fell through

owing to the fact that out of twenty boys I asked to swim for the
0.55. only one could get down on the Friday afternoon, so the

the Gymkhana was introduced instead.

The exhibition diving was not as good as I had hoped, as
Griffin (g), the best diver in the School, was stopping out, but the

remainder did quite well, and some of the fancy diving was good.

The programme and winners were as follows:

1. Demonstration of Spring-board Diving.

Henderson mi. (h); Carlyle {j); Candler mi. (b).

2. Final of the Sculling Race.
1, Taylor (c); 2, Baldwin (d).

3. Final of the Greasy Pole.
1, Penny (j) ; 2, Kinder (b).

4. Final of the Egg and Spoon Race.
1, Kilpatrick ma, (h); 2, Martin ma. (a).

5. Demonstration of High Divi1zg.
Henderson mi. (h); Cooper ma. (c); Carlyle (f).

6. Final of the Junior 50 Yards.
1, Bethell ma. (d); 2, Bass-Thompson (g).

7. Final of the Swior 50 Yards.
1, Yeo (c); 2, Chettle (a).

8. Demonstration of Fmlcy Diving.

9. Final of the Hurdles Race.
1, Yeo (c); 2, Candler mi. (b).
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The Concert was given in the Big Schoolroom on Friday evening,

June 18th. We append the programme :-

Coronation Anthem
(for Cho/"us and Orchestra)

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

Concerto in B flat
(for Pianoforte and Small Orchestra)

... Handel

... Handel

Maestoso: Allegro
Larghetto
Allegro con brio

L. G. KILPATRICK

H.T.FRY

J. M. KAY

Violin Solo Danse Hongroise

R. T. BLAIKIE

... F. Drdla

Unaccompanied Part-Song Full Fathom Five

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY

Symphony in B mi. (1sf movement)

ORCHESTRA

Charles Wood

Schubert

Pianoforte Solo Impromptu in A flat (Op. 90, No. 4) Schubert

H.T.FRY

Trio Lantido Dilly Fralzk Bridge

R. P. C. HANDFIELD-JONES P. L. PICKERING D. E. C. RUSSELL
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Pianoforte Solo
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Prelude in C sharp mi. ...

A.G.DENNE

[JULY,

Rach meJ"itlov

Spanish Serenade (ap. 23) ...
(for Chorus and Orchestra)

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY

.,. E.Elgar

Pianoforte Solo Intermezzo in Bflatmi.(ap. 117,No.2} Brahms

T.O.CANDLER

Carmen .. ,

,
"LES PRECIEUSES RIDICULES."

L.N.P.

The Polyglottes Society performed this play at Commemoration

with great success. The play was ably produced and stage managed
by Mr. Watkins and Mr. Holmes, and the standard of acting washigh.

The play was kept moving from beginning to end, and even the long

and difficult scenes in which little action is possible were never
allowed to drag. The speaking was good and the prompter was

seldom needed. Magdelon and Cathos (A. H. Campbell and R. B.
Marshall), deserve special praise for their appearance no less than

for their acting. R. B. de GlanvilJe (The Marquis de Mascarille)
played the "fattest" part in the play with confidence, and Gorgibus
(C. Chettle) could always raise a laugh. Altogether this was the
best show seen at Commemoration for some years, and the producers
and actors deserved all the compliments that came their way.

The play was preceded by a short curtain raiser, a scene from

"The Birds" of Aristophanes, in English verse, none by the Classical

Sixth and produced by Mr. Green.
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SCHOOL LIBRARY.

The following additions have been made:

Science Front. Gerald Heard.
Stanley Baldwin. Arthur Bryaltt.
The Spanish Tragedy. Allisoll Peers.
Official Souvenir Coronation Programme.

Ascent of Nanda Devi. H. W. Tilman.} Presented by
Taking Tanganyika. C. J. Thomhill. H. W. Lewer Esq.
Interpretative History of Flight. Science Museum, Kensington.
Who Moved the Stone? F. Morisoll.
Romance of Flight. Capt. MacMillalt.

Seven Roman Statesmen. C. W. Omall.
Sir Richard Grenville A. L. Rowse.
Wisden's Almanack, 1937. Presented by WisdeI1s.
The Grammar of Science. PearSOIl.
Noah and the \Vaters. C. Day Lewis.
Plato To-day. R. H. S. Crossmalt.

In the Lower Library :-
\Var i\lemoirs, Vols. V and VI. Lloyd George.
Great Britian, Empire and Commonwealth. J. A. Spender.

Preussischer Choral. Kurt Ihlwfeld. ) Presented by

Die Epochen der Deutschen Geschichte. J. Haller. ~AngloGerman

Deutsches Land and Deutsches Volk. ·H. L. Oeser.) Academic
Altdeutsche Musterzeiehnungen. E. Schillillg. Bureau.

SHERBORNE HOUSE, SOUTHWARK.

I think it is about time that someone should write an article

about Sherborne House, Southwark. An explicit article, something
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that will tell those who take the trouble to read it exactly what

Sherborne House is, and what 0.55. do down there.

When you, down at 5herborne, hear of Sherborne House you may
instinctively think of a place down in the slums of London where one

or two poor saps go about doing good. If this is your idea of us,
please give it up because it is wrong. The Club is a social one,

where boys between the ages of fourteen and eighteen can come in
the evenings to meet their pals, and people above them in social

life. It offers them the opportunities of playing indoor games, such

as billiards, ping-pong, etc. It trains them in use of arms-it trains

them physically and. we hope, mentally. The problem is how to
attract the boys into the Club and once having got them there, how
to amuse them sufficiently to keep them there.

The first problem is solved in two ways. First, we have a
window on the ground floor, where we display photographs of P.T.

teams, and people dressed up as soldiers. Then in the middle of

the window is a placard "Recruits wanted. Come to Camp. Visit
Sherborne, etc." That window acts as a very good advertisement.
Another way is by advertising our presence, and this is done by the
Battalion marching round the streets of London with a band, on a

Sunday morning. This is perhaps one of the most effective ways of

getting recruits,-we have been known to have enlisted as many as

twelve new recuits after one parade on the actual day.

The problem of how to entertain the boys sufficiently-to keep
them-is not so nearly easy to solve. It is a problem that cannot be

solved in anyone way, for each night of the week; we do something
different and each night presents a different aspect of it. Now let
me describe our premises.

In the basement there is a miniature rifle range. On the ground

floor is the gym. which also acts as a drill hall. It is poorly equipped,

but the best we can do. At the far end of the gym. is a small

changing room with two shower baths. The first floor consists of
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three rooms- the caretaker's living room, the club room, and a library.

The club room contains a ping-pong table, a billiard table, and a

dart board The second floor is for the use of O.SS.

The weekly routine may be described as follows:-

The club is open every evening except Saturdays and Sundays

from 7 o'clock until 10 o'clock. On Mondays an old bandmaster

takes those boys who are in the band for a short practice, and those

who cannot compete in this musical event have to amuse themselves

the best way they can in the Club Room. It is essential on these

occaSIOns to have someone to entertain and amuse the boys.

Tuesday night is shooting, which Brigadier-General Moberly,

O.S., conducts with no mean success. Here again we need somebody

upstairs because, quite naturally, the whole club cannot shoot at

once and if the boys cannot find anything to do after they have shot

they will get discontented. Entertaining the boys on these two

nights conststs of generally mixing with them and playing games.

\Vednesday night is one of the most important nights of the whole

week-Parade Night. Sometimes, though not often, it is full

dress. Normally the boys are taken in arms drill or lectures by a

Sergeant-Major or one of the officers. I have heard many comments

about the Club and nearly everyone has something to say about the

the military ~·ide of it. From Sherborne I have heard the question

asked "\Vhy make these boys go through what we loathe doing at

School?" May I say here quite definitely that there is no compulsion

whatever in our military activities. The boys do it quite voluntarily,

and unlike any other territorial unit, they are not paid. To these

boys there is nothing finer, and nothing gives them so much pleasure

as to dress up as soilders.

Thursday night is gym. night, of which I am in charge. Here

again, I would give a great deal for help from another O.S. It is

impossible for me, one night a week for an hour or so, to take the

boys in every sphere of sport. In the winter we generally have a
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J.H.G.

gym. instructor, but he costs money which we can ill afford. At the

present moment, I have to train boys in running, boxing, and gym.

to compete against boys who come from clubs who can afford
professionals to train their men. Now I cannot take my running

team and also keep an eye on the gym. squad. The result is that
we seldom win anything; but if we had another O.S. down we would
probably get much better results for the boys, which are badly

wanted. There is not a greater stimulus to the Club in general than
the winning of an individual or team event.

Friday night is a social evening, and since Capt. Lilldsay-Smith
has gone back to India, there is no one to go down on that evening.
It is essential to have someone who is willing to mix with the boys,

to play a game of ping-pong, billiards, or darts, anything to keep
them going. You may think it rather unnecessary, but it is not-'

the boys thoroughly appreciate it, and anyone doing Friday evening
will be doing a very good job.

The attitude of many O.SS. towards the Club is curiously
apathetic. In the middle of writing this, I picked up a copy of last

June's Shiburnian in which I read what I thought to be one of the

best articles ever written on Sherborne House, Southwark. Since

last June, exactly the same number have been working down at
Southwark, and there has been no improvement ill the amount of
voluntary work done.

You can always come and see us, and we will provide you with

a meal. I will gladly reply to any enquiries which come from the
School.
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SCHOOL SOCIETIES.

BEN DAVIS SOCIETY.

The Ben Davis Society enjoyed two very good expeditions this
term, both of which were to firms at Yeovil, so that traveIling
expenses, which now have to be paid by members themselves, were
cut down to an absolute minimum.

On May 27th a party of thirty visited the factory of Messrs.
Applin & Barrett. They saw milk being tested for fat content and
water adulteration, and were shown the process of cheese-making.
They saw also how potted meats and pork pies were prepared, and

before leaving each member of the party received a sample of potted
meat. It was a very interesting expedition, as few members of the

society have been to a factory of this sort before.

On July 1st a party went to see the \Vestern Gazette printing

works, where some of the latest printing machinery has been
installed. The party was divided up into four groups, and each

group saw every stage in the production of this paper. Some of the
machines were truly marvellous, and the two hours spent at this firm
could not have been more fascinating. It was a most instructional

expedition and at a price within the limits of all.

On behalf of the society I should like to thank Mr. H. C. W. Davis
very much for the greal trouble he has taken in making the necessary
arrangements for these expeditions.
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THE HAYWARD'S HEATH CONFERENCE.

JUNE 11TH TO 17TH.

[JULY,

The Conference, organised by the Teaching Church Group, was
guided by the sympathetic and masterly understanding of the

Chairman, Canon Leonard Hodgson, who was assisted by the good
humoured efficiency of Canon C. E. Hudson as Secretary. It
consisted of lay and clerical lectures of a religious tenor to represen

tatives from the Public Schools. Sherborne School was represented
by A. J. G. Crocker (a) and P. A. G. Westlake (d).

In his opening address the Chairman emphasised the need for
those two qualities which were perhaps mainly responsible for the

success of the Conference: absolute mental sincerity and complete
intellectual freedom. He then proceeded to the main theme of his
address, which was an interpretation of the Christian life. The
Christian received grace which should result in action of some kind.
At the same time his failures ensured the continual need for sub·
mission and purification, leading to a renewal of inspiration. The
Canon brought this home by the mechanistic metaphor of the four
stroke engine, a comparison useful enough for the dulI-witted, but

rather out of tune with the high level of mental activity demonstrated

by this excellent address.

This was followed by a general discussion on faith and works.
This at first appeared to induce some confusion of thought in the
main body of the representatives, but a satisfactory solution was

found on the lines, suggested by one of the School's Representatives,

that the aim and the results of a given action were entirely different

problems.

The Rev. G. C. Streatfield gave the next lecture on the Church
in the \Vorld, a subject on which he is a recogni~ed authority. He

demonstrated the marked and illuminating contrast between Chris
tianity and economic nationalism, particularly as revealed in British
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Imperialism. He explained the position with regard to native policy
in South Africa. and foreshadowed the natural growth of Communism:
outlined the situation in the Far East and India; and alluded to the

menacing condition of Europe. The brilliantly lucid objectivity of
the Rev. Streatfield's lecture did not prevent the conference drawing
a great many theoretical conclusions from the material so admirably
presented.

In the group discussions which followed, the School representa
tives both found themselves in the group to which had been allotted

the subject, "What is the place of the artist or student in the
ordinary activities of an Anglican parish?" The artistic views of
the School representatives were not ouly powerfully held but similar
in nature: thus there was no restraining them. They agreed,

speechified, debated and heckled with the typical wit and fervour of
any intellectuals with a watertight case on a highly controversial
subject. E\'entually they persuaded the group to decide, inter alia,
(a) that the artist, being concerned with the production of aesthetic
states of mind, need not consciously be concerned with religion, which
might well, by the emphasis placed on irrelevant, non-aesthetic

values, prove detrimental to his Art. (b) That a genuine work of

art was an act of worship, whatever the conscious motives of the

artist (in fact, the motive force is the urge to produce Art), on the
assumption that God was the ultimate emotional reality. (c) That
the average artist was quite unsuited for parochial work, and parochial
work for him. (d) That the student, in virtue of his presumably
superior capacity, should concern himself with social problems, and
enliven the Christian Body.

The lectures for the evening session were both concerned with
the Church in the World. Canon J. C. H. How, speaking on the
Worshipping Church, said the purpose for which man existed was
to worship God. On this assumption he outlined the case for cor

porate worship, emphasising the significance of the collective state
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of mind, and that, though a narrow, selfish attitude was to be

deprecated, worship raised the individual consciousness to pro
gressively higher conditions, until finally contact with the universal
mind was achieved. The Canon refrained from demonstrating the
connection of certain aspects of Christian worship with the Western
Asiatic concept of the adoration of a slavish universe for a divine
despot. This wa!', perhaps, unfortunate, for the Canon's command
of his subject was excellent. A general discussion ensued in which
attention was paid to the practical aspects of worship, involving such
questions as the atmosphere of services and the position of the
officiating clergy.

The Rev. F. A. Cockin then spoke on the Teaching Church.
He strongly advocated the need for Christians to find ont what
Christianity means and then to use to the full their critical faculties
to discover if it be true. Faith discovery and experience were to. be
tried in the penetrating light of rational criticism. The Rev. Cockin
was particularly stimulating in that he appeared to reconcile
Christianity with modern theoretical developments, and even to
justify that faith-with certain natural modifications of concept and
expression-in the light of psychological and philosophical advauce.

The lecturer for Sunday morning was Mr. Kenneth Ingram, author
of the recent brilliant analysis, "Christianity Right or Left." His
subject was, " My place in the Church," but might better ha\'e been
entitled the Relation between Christianity and the Revolutionary
forces of the present day. He demonstrated the present appalling
social conditions and reminded the conference that God could very
welfbe worshipped by loving one's neighbour. He considered that
Christianity as a world force was an emotional inspiration emanating
from God. It was .essentially Revolutionary, but tended to become
corrupted into sluggish unthinking complacency, and its verbal
expression into comfortable meaningless prattle. His primary
contentions, supported by vigorous opinion amongst members of the
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Conference were: (a) That Christianity as now constituted must
ally with the new product of the divine inspiration, Communism.

This statement clearly needed much definition, particularly as
regards Communism. Thus:

(b) As regards the materialist conception of history, a spiritual
intelectual dialectic exists, of equal if not greater importance than

the economic. This is not predestined in the absolute sense, but
comes about as a result of God's inspiration working midst the free

will and rational choice of men's minds.

(c) Though Communism is the result of fundamentally Christian

inspiration, present day communist movements were often Atheist
and anti-Christian in tone because of

(i) The Christian Church's subordination to the existing politico
economic structure. Established Churches tend to become
conservative. and religion "the opium of the people."

(ii) Its remoteness from social problems and the tendency to
concentrate at best on palIiatives.

(iii) The peculiar association, in Russia and Spain, of the
Church with reaction and oppression.

The present Christian tradition might suffer temporary

submergence owing to the above factors. But when the
communistic revolution had come about, Christianity would
revive in a recognisingly similar but more natural form,

because of the power of its revolutionary intensity.

(d) This submersion might be avoided by an alteration of the
Church's attitude. There were signs of this- e.g., the attitude of

the Bishops in the general strike, but it was not nearly prominent

enough.
(e) The main barriers to reconciliation arise from the communist

doctrines of Class War and the use of force. But
(i) Communism now wishes to work through the popular front

and similar means of creating a situation of revolutionary
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significance by legitimate means, rather than by sabotage,
ca-canny, bombs and glass-filled stockings. If the work
was then to be threatened by the self-interested Fascism of a
reactionary minority-as in Spain-it is clearly the duty of

Christian Communists to resist such a menace, just as a

normal Christian would resist criminal violence of any sort.

(iil Moderate constitutional advance, in which the question of

any considerable degree of force was unlikely to arise, was
now improbable, as it required a long period of stability, to

which the fundamental historical tendencies of the preE'ent
age appeared to be opposed. If a forceful encounter was

imminent, a Christian should clearly do his best to avoid
bloodshed; but, if it were inevitable, the victory of the right

ideals could be enhanced but little by useless speculation on

the metaphysical desirability of doing nothing to assist them
if they were to meet with a forceful opposition.

The group in which the School representatives found themselves
were lead to general acceptance of Mr. Ingram's views-the subject

of their discussion-and proceeded to detailed consideration of the
manner in which the Church might be reformed to these ends.

Disestablishment and some slight persecution of the present system,
or alternatively its permeation by the right types-in view of its
undoubted facilities for propaganda-were both discussed, as, in a

more facetious moment, was nationalisation of the Archbishops.

The Chairman's summing up was an able and lucid review of the
entire Conference. It was followed by his concluding address in the
Chapel, which emphasised the Christian attitude towards evil and

failure and the possibility of real conquest of these features of

experience which it offered. A.J.G.C.
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SCHOOL PRIZE POEM,

"AN HOUR'S MUSIC IN SHERBORNE ABBEY".

Somewhere, in the land which one called Eden,
That slept with the stillness of a' summer sea;

Somewhere, through that first enchanted garden,
Nature breathed eternal harmony;

\Vhere truth played in the flowers and the trees,
And beauty lingered, an immortal being;

Somewhere, the soothing wanton breeze

Lulled the seasons into lasting spring.

And here the boy-god piped before the sun

And crooked-laughing, made the shrill reeds quiver,

Here the dawn came, and with it music, born
Of the Iow singing from a waking river.

Then many, seeking through the years,
Longed for his ecstasy of sweet delight,

For the sacred momen't on the heavenly stairs

\Vhen their vision started from his sight.

These made their music of all the world's pain,
They carved a temple for a small heart's joy

And striving for the essence of some form divine

Essayed unceasing that eternal way.

IX3
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Some, in the silence of their lonely room,
Pictured the spring-time of their inmost dream;

Some, stirring ivor fingers into bloom,
Lived ina life-time not their own.

[JULY,

But one built a tower against the southern sky,

And painting it 'gainst the storm-clouds of the world,

Filled it with music, that it should not die
Leaving his cry unheard, his praise untold.

And life filled the stone, for as I watched I knew
He who carved pillars loved the slender pine,

He knew the forest-sky who etched the lacing roof
And one heard far sheep-bells clanging in the clime.

In the glass was a memory of the dying sun,

And the colours of a rainbow's smile;
In the night came the fragrance of a bare hill-side

Down the storied aisle.

All built their music in the stone they lovecl,

In a symphony of nature,s age-old scene;

Their temple was the life they lived

For ever glorified.

And as the organ flared his rolling tone

My wistful soul escaped me,
For now the pillars into trees had grown

And the roof shone with the tracery of sky.

Now as the pages rustled heavy with their notes
I heard the reeds blowing by Eden's stream;

And where the sun cast his jewelled motes

Playing upon the wall, I watched a dream
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Of footsteps, on the altar in the sun,
Of spirits, thronging up the golden stairs,

Of music, that made finite stone divine,
Of men, made angels through the span of years.

ODE.

Life glows and wanders like a rising flame,

Boundless as wind, which leaps the swaying trees
And runs about the world without a home.

Laws are his sickness, death his imprisonment.

For Death is that which tries

To still the veins of singing blood within
And calm the fire and quench the rising flames;

Building the high-walled prisons dark as sin
Across the windy plain. Her empty mask,

Eyeless and hollow, seems.

Hung like a thief across a thundering sky;
Her voice far out of deep and falling wells
Rises to call and many called reply.
o siren. Flute of a dead queen's passion

Between the palace wall.

In Spain, you ride in some fat general's car,
Sweeping behind the insnrgent lines on roads,

Dusty between cool mountains, where the air
Moves like flames or freely mnning winds.

Your netted general rides

lIS
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With shining brass and medals to some posh function;
And you his mistress, tempting lifeless face,

As haughty engine into a country junction
Proudly enter the gates of the waiting ground.

Driving between a farce

Of cheering soilders. Death claws with gilded nails

The doors of Madrid, and failing throws the waves
Of guards against their trenches, like the Nile's

Wide flood. She sits and holds the general's hand
To sign the death of the brave

Who will not write upon her prisoners' page
Their conguered names. The dead queen's flute is shrill,
Wild like a chattering monkey in a cage.
The early morning air is fresh and cool,

Running about the hill

Behind the inn; the captives walk condemned,
Not fearing death but hating those who kill.
Human not heroes, where the wind has roamed,

Have worked and loved. 0 windy sky receive.
The flashing rifles call,

Recall across the hills: the valleys tell
Their elegy, the song of forest trees

The night before the woodmen come and fell,
Swayed by the wind. Death and the general

Watch from the balconies

And tap their cigarettes to let the ash

Insult the bodies, men and women dead,
Who now have found "the shadowy hills" or crash
Into the blank which is not life nor death,

The final deathless bed.
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So Garcia di~d, shot by the Civil Guards.
Granada now wears black and dances slow
And sad pavanes which the dead queen's shrill flute guides
Among the darkened houses, shadowed walls,

A tyrant's bowing now.

The Basques are dead. Bilbao's bridges fall.
Across the street the barricades are piled.
From doorways rifles flash. Machine guns hail;

There leaden tide recedes across the dead.
And long the streets are stilled.

Night flowers darkly round the stony dead.
Traitors receive their pay; and diplomats
Are arguing round a London table, fed
With rich and sticky lives like jam, and purring

Loudly like creamy cats.

And foreign papers lurid paint the scene;
Bonfires and dancing girls, saluting hands,

Tears in a smiling peasant eye; insane
Rejoicing; lies, Death's fabircated lies,

Screeching like brassy bands.

The light is failing and the wind has dropped,
The gulls have left their crying. Only then
'vVe see the tall bronze pillar, straight, unpropped,

Above the darkened coast. 0 catch the light
\Vhich dies, and blaze again.

A.W.

TOUR IN GREECE.

To many an Hellenic cruise has little value, save only as a means

of swiftly translating the impecunious pedagogue from his own two-
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dimensional Hellas, so glibly constructed upon the insubstantial pages
of Thucydides and Dr. Grundy, to the three-dimensional reality, and

as swiftly returning him to his preceptorial round with mind bemused

and a Corinthian sponge, the finished traveller.

Yet though that may be the explanation (and I can think of no
other), of the gentleman in the next cabin and his never discarded

cricket cap, yet it is not for this alone that one visits Greece.
Others besides Schoolmasters have read and appreciated Thucydides,

others have studied the pages of the Classical Atlas. But few have
"looked on Marathon, where Marathon looks on the sea"; few have
"rounded Sunium and seen fair Athens again',. For all but the few

the famous names of Greece are but a name with a vague
topographical background whose definition depends upon the fertility
of the imagination. Only a personal visit can correct these incom
plete and distorted images. For the classically minded the value of
such a visit is indisputable; but the layman too, the mathematician,
the scientist, will find much of real value in such a visit, provided
he has enough sensitiveness to recapture the spirit of Ancient Greece

that still lingers in its value and on its mountains.

The modern Greek, at any rate outside Athens, has changed little
since the time of Pericles. Greece is in the main a static nation.

Her ancient tongue is little changed; her people have still the charm
of Habiades, the friendliness of Socrates, and the business instinct
of Thales. They have inherited too that reverence for beauty which

is the great legacy of their ancestors; their monuments still retain
that fresh atmosphere which was the quintescence of their natal age.
and where they have been restored, it has been well done.

It is not hard for the active imagination, be it of the classical
tradition or no, to people the ruins of Fleusis with thronging crowds

of worshippers, nor to imagine the sacred serpents sibilantly gliding

from their Rotunda in the precinct of Epidaurus to the bedsides of
sick men, whose ghosts a quarter-century of centuries has left undim-
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med. However short a visit it may be one's fortune to pay to Greece,
it will suffice to g-lean a sheaf of golden memories; of glistening
marble sharply outlined against the dark forbidding crags of Taygetus ;
of tall cypresses ranged like ranks of warriors, dark clad among the
brilliant lines of Lacedaemon; of the Parthenon standing like the
skeleton of a dead age upon the Heropolis of Athens; of the vast
ruins of holy Delos, of high-walled Tiryns and Mycenae rich in gold.

Memories whose outlines absence only makes the clearer, enveloping

them more closely with that sharp freshness which is the spirit, the
anima, of Hellas.

Above all two emotions are aroused, two impressions remain.
One a feeling of deep regret that so great a civilisation should have
gone the way of decadence to death: that the Parthenon and the
Soros at Marathon are but memorials of the past, and not landmarks
of the a present age. The other, a desire to see and know the core
of that whose skin we have but touched; to breathe the air they
breathed, to walk where they walked, wandering at will; to solace
our grief at their passing with the kn:l\vledge of the liberality of their
life, and to find consolation in the richness of their legacy to us,
their heritors.

MODERN SONNET.

Night brought the grey land swathing round the hill,
And in my eyes the stars, wind-kissed my head,

But for the bright road toiling northward still,
I walked the grave.mound of a nation's dead;

But that the dogs bayed from a hidden yard,
And cheap lights glittered from the sleeping town,

And steely voices chanted, rich and hard,
I was a prophet in a land unknown;
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But for two cars 'that tinged the sky with light,

Snaking their limbs toward the dawn of day,
Wandering, as though the only men in sight,

They passed, as strangers in their solitary way.

Still the pavements rattled with their mid-night crew,

And a dreamer turned, while man's design I knew.

ON THE MORTALITY OF THINGS.

I.

\iVhen life was dearest, and the spring's gold showers
Charmed the impatience of my fretted brow;
When the new year dance among the flowers,
In memory-time, I loved you just as now

In faith.

And when there comes the wane of fickle spring

And beauty's tarnished; when her spirit fleets
Savaged between the guns, your timeless being
Shall come between the crumbling of the streets

And death.

11.

Love can never comprehend
Why man is fickle;
Time doth never condescend
To sheathe his sickle;

Yet love and time together so conspire

To make immortal all our crude desire.

[JULY,
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Ill.

There is no beauty-I have seen

All the pleasures that have ever been,
Of Kings, and towers, and silky, sweet delight

When mau made day-time out of stealthy night;
There is no truth-I have known life,
And all its tricks of love and heroes' strife
Make beasts of men and nothing of his days,
There is no heaven in despair to praise.

LAMENT FOR ADONAIS.

If I had seen you, for a moment of those years
When memory lay asleep, and pictures faded;

If I had known you, when my foolish fears
Triumphed in the world you serenaded,

If I had served you I had been content.

But that you chose to sing above the storm
Laughing at life and being by life derided;

That you sought beauty and divined her form
I in the scorning crowds had never chided,

H ad I but shared their merriment.

Oh Edward Sextus when you founded
This place where Scirburne used to flow

Did you intend, its waters undergrounded
That Sherborne should but stand upon the Yeo?

121

S.J.H.D.
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And did you dream, 0 Alfred olden,

\Vhile learning Latin Grammar that this runnel,
Its waters from our eyes witholden

Should enter 'hanc piscinam' by a tunnel?

Though incantation alchemistic
Our mothers draught with verdure mix

Yet is confounded euphemistic
Should Scirburne flow beside the Styx ?

[JULY,

n.M.S.A.
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CRICKET.

1ST XI.

The Editors must apologize for a mistake in the records of the
School 'tI. Blundell's match in our last issue.

The scores should read as follows :-

SCHOOL.

M. S. Glennie, c Bloy, b Corrigan 25
C. F. V. Martin, c Harper, b }effreys 52
M. H. Geake, b Jeffreys ... 14
P. H. Lake, c Beale, b Corrigan 5
D. F. Hicketts, c Chapman, b Bloy 12
H. J. C. Bash ford, c Beale, b Smith 10
R. F. S. Chignell, lbw, b Bloy 0
J. B. Aylward, b Bloy 23
A. L. A. Tasker, not out ... 21
F. A. Coombe, b Bloy 0
D. R. P. Maddison, b Bloy 3

Extras 5

Total ... 170

BLUNDELL'S.

I. Harper, c Bashford, b Coombe 108
C. G. Parsons, b Tasker ... 19
G. J. Habgood, b Chignell 6
A. \V. D. Beale, c Aylward, b Tasker 22
D. G. Hogg, b Coombe 10
B. A. Smith, c Lake, b Coombe 0
A. D. \Vood, not out 0
P. P. Bloy, not out 1
P. Chapman }
T. E. W. Corrigan did not bat
F. S. Jeffreys

Extras 5

Total (for 6 wickets) ... 171
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BOWLING.

SCHOOL.

O. M. R. W.

T. E. \V. Corrigan 17 3 62 2
F. S. Jeffreys 13 1 47 2
P. P. Bloy 7.5 2 16 5
P. Chapman 2 0 5 0
B. A. Smith 3 0 13 1
G. J. Habgood ... 2 0 5 0
C. G. Parsons ... 3 0 16 0

BLUNDELL'S.

D. R. P. Maddison ... 11 6 15 0
H.]. C. Bashford 11 3 27 0
A. L. A. Tasker 18 3 74 2
F. A. Coombe... 8 2 22 3
R. F. S. Chignell 10.2 4 19 1
D.F. Ricketts ... 7 3 11 0

SCHOOL v. MASTERS.

The l\lasters won the toss and batted first. The School fielding

was not good, and, as against Blundell's, the bowling lacked verve.
Bashford and Chignellwere the most consistent bowlers. There

was a listless and unassertive air about the whole attack which must
at all cost be remedied. This defeatist attitllde was particularly

noticeable when Mr. King and Mr. Bell began to lay about them
towards the end of their fourth wicket stand. At tea-time the Masters

declared, at 211 for 7 wickets.

The batting, on the other hand, was confident and forceful.

Martin and Glennie gave the innings an excellent start, Glennie being
bowled with the score at 94. The other batsmen scored somewhat

more slowly; and it was soon obvious that there was no chance of
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getting the runs in time, the score, when stumps were eventually
drawn, being 17.5 for 2 wickets.

MASTERS.

R. S. Thompson, b Tasker
S. Hey, c Martin, b Coombe
R. M. M. Barlow, b Ricketts
L. B. Bell, c Glennie, b T;l.sker
17. King, c and b Chignell ...
H. 17. W. Holmes, c and b Tasker
A. B. Gourlay, b ChignelI ...
K. 17. F. Ranken, not out .h

M. B. Elderton, not oul ...
A. R. WaIlace, did uot bat
P. E. H. Parry-Jones, did not bat

Extras

Total

SCHOOL.

M. S. Glennie, b Holmes ...
C. F. V. Martin, b Holmes
1\1. R. Geake. not out
P. H. Lake, not out

D. F. Ricketts }
H. J. C. Bashford
J. B. Aylw;l.cd
R. F. S. ChignelI did not bat
A. L. A. Tasker
17. A. Coombe
D. R. P. Maddison

Extras

Total

BOWLING.

9
29
18
51
63
12
6
9
o

... 14

... 211

49
50
40
26

... 10

... 175

D. R. P. Maddison
H. J. C. Bashfocd
17. A. Coombe
A. L. A. Tasker
D. F. Ricketts
R. 17. S. ChigneIl

MASTERS.

o.
... 10
... 12

7
11

3
7

M.
2
1
o
1
1
o

R.

35
34
35
61

2
31

w.
o
o
1
3
1
2
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SCHOOL.

K. F. F. Ranken ... 8 1 32 0
F. King ... 11 3 27 0
A. R. Wallace 9 1 28 0
R. S. Thompson 9 0 37 0
H. F. W. Holmes 6 0 22 2
P. E. H. Parry-Jones 5 1 19 0

SCHOOL v. TONBRIDGE.

Played on the Head, Tonbridge, on June 4th and 5th.
Tonbridge won the toss and batted on awicket, which, although

perfect, had much more fire than ours. The start was sensational:

Maddison clean bowled Thompson with his second ball, and
immediately following this had vVood caught at mid-off. Four
wickets were soon down for 25, when Kidson, Yeats-Brown and

Corker came to the rescue. These three raised the score to 106,
but never really got on top of the bowling, which, although steady,

was distinctly flattered. Our fielding was entirely different to the
form produced hitherto this season: l\Iartin was really brilliant in
the gully, dismissing Kidson with a gr..at catch, and. everyone else

fielded exceedingly well.
vVe began our innings at 2.30 and were all out for 254 in a little

over three hours. The batting was really poor and, had it not been

for Glennie's 97, the innings would have been a complete failure.

Once the Tonbridge score had been equalled, Coombe and Maddison

hit freely and gave us a respectable lead of 83, for which we could
scarcely have hoped at one time,

Thompson and Bousfield opened the Tonbridge second innings
at six o'clock and put on 70 runs by the close without giving a sem

blance of a chance. Next morning, Bousfield was well taken at the
wicket off Bashford, bur Corker came in to stay with Thompson for
another 100 runs. At 166 Thompson played on, having made 103

by really delightful stroke play; the way he used his feet was an
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object lesson for all to see and none could grudge him his century.

As soon as the new ball arrived Maddison and Bashford took com
plete control, and, except for a hard hit 30 by Maugham, there was
little or no resistance. Rashford's bowling was a really great perfor
mance: he maintained an excellent length over a very long period
and put plenty or fire into his deliveries. Our fielding in this innings
was better than ever, and Glennie was in great form behind the wicl<et.

After lunch Glennie and Martin went in to get 195 runs in a
little over two hours; a by no means impossible task. The first

wicket put on 33, and though there then seemed less prospect of
making the runs, no one could have expected the collapse that

followed. Vvhen Glennie was out for 36 a draw seemed the obvious

result, but within forty minutes Kidson and Yeats-Brown had rattled
out the remaining eight batsmen, and Tonbridge were left winners
by 98 runs. Ricketts alone showed any resource and was a trifle
unlucky to be out to a magnificent fnll-Iength catch by Thompson
in slips. To dismiss a good side like Tonbridge for two reasonably
small scores was no mean performance, and we were really good in

the field: our defeat was entirely due to lifeless and unassertive
batting, against bowling that was never more than ordinary.

TONBRIDGE.

1st innings.
J. R. Thompson, b Maddison 0
E. C. Bousfield, b Bashford ... 6
E. I. C. Wood, c Chignell, b Maddison... 0
B. N. S Kidson, c Martin, b i\1addison .,. 35
P. G. C. Wood, c Glennie, b Maddison... 6
D. \V. G. Yeats-Brown, c Bashford,

b Chignell 32
P. Corker, b Maddison 32
C. L. Welford, b Hicketts 11
F. A. C. Maughan, cTasker, b Bashford 16
P. R. Stevens, not out 17
J. A. Dew, b Bashford ." 14

Extras .,. 2

Total .. , 171

2nd innings.
bTasker
c Glennie, b Bashford
b Bashford
c Glennie, b Maddison
bMaddison

lbw, b Maddison
b Maddison
c Bashford, b Maddison
c Glennie, b Basbford
not oul
b Bashford

Extras

Total

103
26

6
8
o

1
76
o

30
4
4

20

... 278
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SCHOOL.
1st innings.

M. S. Glennie, c and b Stevens ... 97
C. F. V. Martin. c Dew, b E.Wood 5
M. R. Geake, b Kidson ... 11
P. H. Lake, b Kidson .. , 0
D. F. Ricketts, b Stevens ... ... 5
H. J. C. Bashford, b Yeats-Brown ." 20
J. B. Aylward, b Thompson 8
R. F. S. Chignell, lbw. b Yeats-Brown 16
A. L. A. Tasker, b E. Wood •.• 15
F. A. Coombe, not out 46
D. R. P. Maddison, lbw, b E. Wood 20

Extras 11

2nd innitlgs.
b Kidson
lbw, bE. Wood
c P, Wood, b Kidson
c Dew, b Kidson
c Thompson, b Kidson
b Yeats-Brown ...
c Thompson. b Kidson
lbw, b Yeats-Brown
not out
b Yeats-Brown ...
b Kidson

Extras

36
13
7
9

20
4
3
1
o
2
2
o

Total ... 254 Total ... 97

BOWLING,

SCHOOL.

1st innings. 2nd innings.
o. M. R. W. o. M. R. W.

P. R. Stevens ... 20 4 61 2 8 0 32 0
E. I. C. Wood ... 12.5 3 40 3 6 0 15 1
B. N. S. Kidson ... 19 4 64 2 12.2 4 28 6
P. G. C. Wood 2 0 11 0 4 2 2 0
D. W. G. Yeats-Brown ... 10 0 36 2 7 2 20 3
J. R. Thompson ... 6 0 31 1

TONBRIDGIt.

1st innings. 2nd innings.
D, R. P. Maddison ... 17 2 46 5 18 3 61 5
H. J. C. Hashford ... 10.1 2 31 3 25.1 4 64 4
R. F. S. Chignell ... 8 1 26 1 10 2 31 0
F. A. Coombe 2 0 13 0 2 0 15 0
A. L. A. Tasker 11 1 37 0 11 1 70 1
D. F. A. Ricketts 4 1 16 1 6 2 19 0

SCHOOL tI. DORSET RANGERS.

Played on the Upper 011 Saturday June 13th.

The School won the toss and batted first) but reversing the usual
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order of things, started disastrously and recovered later. \Ve lost four
wickets for 26, but \ViIliams, Henderson and Aylward saved the
situation and held on until lunch time. Afterwards the latter
two opened ont, and, when Aylward left, Chignell and Henderson

completely changed the situation by very assertive batting; Tasker
also got going well before the innings was declared. It was easily
our best performance of the term so far, and showed that our
batsmen could play rather more confidently than against Tonbridge
and Blundell's.

Maddison soon had the Rangers in difficulties and no one except
]archow could stay at the wicket for any length of time. Our
fielding, except in the slips, was again good, though inclined to slack

off when batsmen were attempting to force a draw. \ViIliams' catch
in the slips and also his fine caught and bowled from Capt. Busk

are both worthy of mention. Bashford was bowling far better than
his analysis suggests and he had bad luck with dropped catches.
There was an heroic last wicket stand, and eventually, after trying
out all his bowlers, Glennie brought IVlartin on. The latter had
]archow lbw with the third ball he had ever bowled in a match and

game was won with twenty minutes to spare.

SCHOOL.

M. S. Glennie, b Iremonger-\Vatts
C. F. V. Martin, b Iremonger-Wates...
H. J. C. Bashford. b Johnsoll
R. N. Chignell. lhw, b Iremonger-Watts
S. F. Williams, c Hayward, b Harrison
J. B. Aylward, st Busk, b Hayward
I, Hendersoll, b Harrioon ..
R. F. S. Chignell. not out .
A. L. A. Tasker, not out ..
F. A, Coombe, I d'd b
D. R, P. Maddison, ~ t not at

Extras

Total (for 7 wickets declared)

10
4
9
o

22
32
69

100
38

8

.. ' 292
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DORSET RANGERS.

P. H. Luffman, b Maddison 1
A. A. E. Morgan, c \Villiams. b Maddison 0
J. C. Jarchow, lbw. bMartin 89
Capt. n. G. Symes, b Maddison 0
Cap!. R. D. Busk, c and b Wi1liams ... 5
N. R. C. Williams, b Bashford 5
R. L. Hayward, c Henderson, b Chignell 9
K. Trenchard-Cox, b Maddison 3
A. M. Harrison, b Maddison 0
R. W. L. Iremonger-Watts, c Bashford, bCoombe 16
J. J. Johnson. not out 14

Extras 3

Total ... 145

BOWLING.

w.
5
I
1
1
o
1
o
1

R.
18
34
16
34
21

5
12

1

DORSET RANGERS.

O. M.
12 5
12 1
6 0
7 2
7 2
3 2
1 0
0.3 0

D. H. P. Maddison
H. J. C. Bashford
S. F. St. M. Williams
R. F. S. Chignell
A. L. A. Tasker
F. A. Coombe
1. Henderson
C. F. V. Martin

SCHOOL.

R. W.L.Iremonger-Watts 20
J. J. Johnson 17.1
J. C. Jarchow 7
A M. Harrison 16
R. L. Hayward 5
N. R. C. Williams 3
K. Trenchard-Cox 2

1
3
1
3
o
o
o

81
67
29
46
25
20
16

3
1
o
2
1
o
o

SCHOOL v. RADLEY.

Played on the Upper on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 15th and

16th.
The wicket and conditions were as usual perfect, and the School

winning the toss, naturally batted. The start was disastrous, Glennie

running himself ont when attempting a second run off his first ball.
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Bashford and Martin soon followed; Ricketts leant forward and was
stumped, Aylward looked set when he gave a catch to second slip,

Henderson was well caught by mid-on running back and six was
down in forty-five minutes for 39 runs. Then Williams and Chignell
came together and, although far from confident and running
several exceedingly dangerous short runs, held on until lunch.
Chignell was bowled soon afterwards, the stand-having produced 114

most val uable runs. Coombe hit hard at the end and we took the field
feeling that our total (183) was far from being formidable.

However steady bowling by Bashford and Maddison, and a
marked tendency by the batsmen to plant their feet in front of the

wicket, gave us four wickets by tea for 80 runs. Falkiner had
batted stolidly all through this period and seemed immoveable: all

the other batsmen had shaped confidently only to fail unaccountably.
Sell looked really dangerous, and was out to a careless stroke.
After tea the remaming wickets soon fell: Falkiner was l.b.w. almost
at once to Bashford, Grosvenor hit out for a few minutes, but there
was little further resistance. And so we were left 70 runs on and

plenty of time to increase the lead.

Glennie and Martin played themselves in carefully and took the

runs as they came, neither taking any risks. When Glennie was

bowled by the last ball of the day the pair had put on 94 runs in
seventy-five minutes. 170 on with nine wickets in hand was a
comfortable start to the second day, but our batsmen completely
failed at first to drive home the advantage. The first hour produced
a bare 40 runs and we lost wickets in the making of them. At lunch
we were 300 on and continued to bat for twenty minutes afterwards.
Ricketts made 35 of his 62 during this time, having been appallingly
slow before lunch. Coombe and Henderson hit with vigour and we

declared during a shower of rain at 2.30, being 357 runs ahead.

At first the wicket was soggy, but Falkiner's wicket fell before
,mother shower drove the players to shelter. The sun then came out
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and the wicket was for a time rather tricky, The first batsmen,

especially Birks, appeared to be going for the runs, but once Sell was
out Radley definitely began their successful attempt at playing out
time. It was then 4.45 and six wickels were down. Atkins and
Medrington batted together until 5.30, at which point the latter got

in front of a straight ball from Maddison and it seemed, when two
more wickets fell, that the match was over. However, Ruc1{·Keene

and Hamilton with admirable patience defeated all our attempts to
remove them and only gave one chance, an unexpected mishit to gully.
Stumps were drawn at 7 p.m, leaving the match drawn.

SCHOOL.
1sf innings.

M. S. Glennie, run out 1
C. F. V. Martin, b Birks ... 14
H. J. C. Bashford, b Birks 4
D. F. Ricketts. s Ruck-Keene, b Falkiner 0
F. S. St. M. Williams, b AtkillS 78
J. B. Aylward, cC-Smith, b Atkins 6
I. Henderson, c Mobbs, b Atkins 4
R. F. S. Chignell. b Falkiner 48
A. L. A. Tasker, b Birks ... 3
F. A. Coombe, cC-Smith, b Falkiner... 18
D. R. P. Maddison, not out 0

Extras 7

2nd innints.
b Medrington ...
run out
c Sell, b Atkins...
not out
b Falkiner
c C·Smith. b Birks
c Birks, b l\Iedringlon
not out
did not bat
b Medrington
did not bat

Extras

53
42
31
62
20
10
34

3

22

10

Total ... 183

RADLEY.

Total (for 8 wickets declared) 287

1st innings.
F. Falkiner. lbw, b Bashford 41
S.L.C.Medrington, lbw (N), b Maddisoo 2
J. G. Mackarness lbw, b Chignell 15
D. T. M. Birks, c Tasker, b Maddison 4
D. N. Sell, b Maddison 16
G. E. Mobbs, b Maddison... 4
Hon. H. R. Grosvenor. b Tasker 16
H.W.R.Ruck-Keene, lbw (N), b Bashford 2
C. A. C. Hamilton, lbw, b Maddison... 2
M. Constantine-Smith, b Tasker 8
R. G. Atkins, not out 3

Extras 0

2nd inlli't!1s.
c WiIJiams. b Maddison
lbw. b Maddison
c and b Ma,ldison
lbw (N), b Chignell
lbw (N), b Maddison
b Bashford
b Maddison
not out
not ont
Ib\~ (N), b Chignell
lbw, b Bashford

Extras

o
12
23
21
16
o
2

15
22
22
52
6

Total ." 113 Total (for 9 wickets) 191
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BOWLING.

SCHOOL.

1st innings. 2nd innings.
o. M. R. w. o. M. R. w.

D. T. M. Birks 25 11 44 3 17 1 43 1
F. Falkiner ... 35 7 92 3 39.2 13 118 1
R. R. G. Atkins 6.3 1 2f 3 18 1 75 1
D. N. Sell ... 6 0 16 0 3 0 5 0
S. L. C. Medrington 12 3 46 3

RADLEY.

1st innings. 2nd innings.
D. R. P. Maddison ... 15 3 33 5 20 4 64 5
H. J. C. Bashford ... 13 5 25 2 24 10 35 2
F. A. Coombe 3 0 14 0 3 0 5 0
R. F. S. Cltignell 3 0 10 1 14 4 33 2
A. L. A. Tasker 5.1 0 10 2 9 2 20 0
D. F. Ricketts 2 0 12 0
S. F. St. M. Williams ... 2 1 9 0 6 1 12 0
C. F. V. Martin 3 0 19 0

SCHOOL V. o.ss.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, June 19th.

The School won the toss and batted. \\Tickets at first fell

regularly, but Glennie stayed in until just before lunch and saw the

100 up, hitting eight fours in a bright 56. Chignell and Aylward

then made a stand of 50, and contributed enough to make our score

look respectahle, for there was very little other resistance to the

bowling. Capt. L. H. Bean howled well, and Griffin, who was
performing in the absence of an O.S. wicket-keeper, was in excellent

form behind the stumps.

There was little batting worthy of mention in the 0.55. innings;

wickets fell regularly and were more or less shared among the five

bowlers. Tallent and Griffin had a useful last wicket stand of 40

and batted rather more confidently than the rest. Bashford was the

begt of our bowlers, and we did well to dismiss quite a strong batting

side so cheaply.
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SCHOOL.

M. S. Glennie. c Griffin, b Smith
C. F. V. Martin, b Tallent
J. F. N. Hodgkinson. b Tallent
S. F. Williams, run out
D. F. Ricketts, cand bBean
J; B. Aylward. c and b Bean
R. F. S. Chignell, run out ...
I. Henderson, st Griffin, b Bean
H. J. C. Bashford, b Bean ...
A. L. A. Tasker, c Griffin, b Smith
D. R. P.Maddison, not out

Extras

Total

0.55.

W. J. Eldridge, c Ricketts. b Bashford
R. Eglington, c Hodgkinson, b Maddison
J. D. Watney, c Tasker, b Maddison ...
A. A. E. Morgan, c Glennie, b Bashford
K. E. Meredith. c Ricketts, b Bashford
Capt. L. H. Bean, bTasker
A. K. C. Nation, bTasker ...
C. D. B. Smith, cHenderson, bMaddison
J. A. Tallent, st Glennie, b Hodgkinson
C. J. M. Snowden, c Bashford, b Chignell
P. S. D. Griffin, not out

Extras

Total

BOWLING.

56..
14
4

12
37
33
11
6
o
2
9

... 188

11
o
8

18
5

16
15
13
27

4
14
o

... 131

[JULY,

C. J. M. Snowden
J. A. Tallent
C. D. B. Smith
Capt. L. H. Bean
A. A. E. Morgan

D. R. P. Maddison
H. J. C. Bashford
R. F. S. Chignell
A. L. A. Tasker
J. F. N. Hodgkinson

SCHOOL.
O.
13
12

6
8.4
2

O.SS.

11
17
8

11
3.3

M.
o
1
1
o
o

2
5
3
2
o

R.
61
34
22
40
22

37
29
20
24
21

w.
o
2
2
4
o

3
3
1
2
I
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SCHOOLv. Id.C.C.

The M.C.C. won the toss and batted on a wicket which would

make any bowler despair. They lost an early wicket, but Haig and
Beet were soon at hOllle, hitting the bowling at will. Haig specialized
in straight drives, while Beet pulled anything short of length for four.
Eventually the former missed one from Hodgkinson and was stumped;
but it was only a temporary relief, for Capt. Busk was soon driving
our bowlers to the boundary again. Beet never gave a chance in his
century and the innings was declared at three o'clock, after two hours
and forty minutes batting. The School's fielding stood up to the

onslaught with great perseverance, and Glennie, for the fourth

successive innings, did not concede a bye.

With little chance af making the runs our batsmen quite rightly

used their feet and attacked the bowling. Coombe hit anything
overpitched to the boundary, and it was good to see batsmen really
getting up the wicket to Powell, instead of scratching about as in this

match last year. ChigneIl was deceived by a perfect googly,
Bashford was well caught by Young in the deep and Aylward was
called for an impossible run. There is little else to relate, except

to hope that our fast bowlers will never again need so many deep

fields.

M.C.C.

Beet, c Bashford, b Tasker 136
Squadron-Leader G. H. White. b Maddison 1
N. Haig, st Glennie. b Hodgkinson ... 82
Capt. R. Busk. c ;\,Iartin, b Maddison 86
G. S. Wills, not out 7
E. L. Proud, not out 15

~: ~~~~~~~er 1
Young did not bat
A. M. Miller
Powell

Extras 6

Total (4 wickets declared) 333
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SCHOOL.

C. F. V. Martin, b 'Walker 1
M. S. Glennie, b Young 10
J. F. N. Hodgkinson, st Beet. b Powell 33
S. F. \Villiams, b Haig 23
J. B. Aylward. run out 1
F. A. Coombe. c Busk, b Powell 41
R. F. S. Chignell.lbw (N), b Powell 7
H. J. C. Bashford, c Young, b Powell ... ... 16
I. Henderson, st Beet, b Powell 11
A. L. A. Tasker. not out 14
D. R. P. Maddison, b Powell 0

Extras 7

Total ... 164

BOWLING.

M.C.C.

O. M. R. W.
D. R. P. Maddison 11 1 53 2
H. J. C. Bashford 13 0 84 0
R. F. S. Chignell 12 2 61 0
A. L. A Tasker 8 0 41 1
J. F. N. Hodgkinson 6 0 45 1
S. F. WilIiams 5 0 17 0
F. A. Coombe 2 0 26 0

SCHOOL.

n.n. Walker 8 3 24 1
Young 7 2 19 1
N.Haig 13 1 50 1
Powell 12.3 2 56 6

SCHOOL v. SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, July 3rd.

An interesting match which ended in a tame draw. The School
won the toss and batted. Glennie was brilliantly caught by C. S.
Watson in White's second over, but Hodgkinson and Martin settled
down and put pn fO runs before Martin was bowled. Williams

!
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joined Hodgkinson and the pair remained together until lunch.
\Villiams played a very good confident innings and was finally
caught in the deep. Seven wickets were down for 186, but Bashford,

Coombe and Henderson put on 120 runs in forty-five minutes and

enabled us to declare at four p.m. The latter two hit splendidly,

treating J. C. \Vbite with scant respect. Our batting was excellent
the whole way down and batsmen used their feet very well to the
slow bowlers.

The Somerset Stragglers had two and a half hours to get the runs,
but never really went for them. The opening pair gave an excellent
start before J. Price was well held at mid-off. Luffman, who had
survived with great discomfort Maddison's opening overs, was

eventually stumped. Madden·GaskelI and J. C. White continued to
bat strongly, but were never really at home to Hodgkinson, who was

bowling well at this stage. Ricketts and Chignell both got us valuable
wickets in their first over, but the batsmen all appeared quite assured
of themselves. Runs were thrown away at 6.4-0 in order to get the
new ball, but it was soon apparent that a draw could be the only result.
C. S. Watson was caught off the last ball of the day and stumps

were drawn at 7 p.m.

SCHOOL.

ilL S. Glennie, cC. S. 'Vatson, b'Vhite 0
C. F. V. Martin, b Ross 26
J. F. N. Hodgkinson, c and b Madden-Gaskel1 38
S. F. St. M. Williams. c Luffman, b White 65
R. F. S. Chignell, c and b White 39
D. F. Ricketts, c J. R. Watson, b White 9
A. L. A. Tasker, b C. S. 'Vatson 4
F. A. Coombe, cHo'egood, b Ross 44
1. Henderson, not out 47
H.J.C.Bashford,notout ... 26
D. R, P. Maddison, did not bat

Extras 4

Total (8 wickets declared) 302
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SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

P. H. Luffman. st Glennie. b Hodgkinson 29
J. Price. c Chignell. b Bashford 31
J. C. P:Madden-Gaskell, stGlennie, b Hodgkinson 46
J. C. White, lbw. b Ricketts 25
Major A. G. C. Luther, run out 24
J. R. WatsOn, b Chignel1 ... -}
E. Ross. not out 46
C S. Watson, c Hodgkillson. b Henderson 12
S. HoSegOOd}
P. Brendon did not bat
R. Hankey

Extras '" 15

Total (7 wickets) '" 232

BOWLING.

SCHOOL.
O. M. R. W.

J. C. White '" 31 7 125 4
C. S. Watson 19 3 7I 1
E. Ross ... 18 1 67 2
J. C. P. Madden-Gaskel1 7 2 35 1

SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

D. R. P. Maddison 11 3 32 0
H. J. C. Basbford 15 1 66 1
S. F. St. M. Williams 3 0 10 0
A. L. A. Tasker 8 2 28 0
R. F. S. Chignel1 6 1 16 1
J.F. N. Hodgkinson 12 1 53 2
D. F. Ricketts 4 1 12 1
1. Henderson 4 0 0 1

[JULY,

SCHOOL v. WESTMINSTER.

Played at Vincent Square on Tuesday and Wednesday, July 6th
and 7th. Westminster won the toss and batted. Their opening
batsmen did so well that the two hours before lunch yielded 194- for
the loss of only two wickets, although it must be admitted that the
School's fielding was deplorably weak and many chances were missed,
notably in the slips. After lunch there arose one of those most
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peculiar changes of fortune which are so typical in cricket. Maddison
and Bashford both seemed inspired, and Gawthorne and Andrews
were both out before another run was scored. The former had balted
well, but was lucky to have so many lives, and was finally caught at
the wicket offhis gloves: the latter was beautifully taken by Chignell
in the slips. Bashford now seemed unplayable and the remaining

eight wickets fell for only 37 runs.

Glennie and Martin then gave us an excellent start of 82, and it
was the former, who had batted rather more confidently, that was
first out. Martin was hitting the ball harder than usual, but, like

Gawthorne, seemed to hear a charmed life. Williams and Chignell
both seemed well set when they suddenly got out, and it was when
Tasker joined Martin that we really began to get on top, these two
putting on nearly 100 runs before the former was caught. The later

batsmen got out trying to score quicldy, and it was a gn at pity that
the last four wickets could only add 36 runs.

Westminster began their second innings at 11 a.m. on Wednesday,
and it was soon obvious that they were not at tempting to hurry. In
fact the two and a quarter hours before lunch only yielded 140 runs
against bowling that was tiring rapidly. GawthOlne seemed set for

another century when he was well stumped off Hodgkinson, but only

three wickets fell before lunch and the batsmen seemed immovable.

Stacker and Andrews added 100 runs by ,very tedious batting and

the latter was eventually out soon after lunch to a fine catch at short
leg. The other batsmen went for the bowling and, although none
stayed for any time, 70 more runs were added.

Stacker declared at 3.5 leaving us two hours to get 215
runs, which was a stiff task. The howling was very steady, and

although Glennie got 40 out of the first 62 he could do little more
than place the ball for a single. Chignell and WilJiams both scored
fast, but once they were out there seemed little hope, although

Henderson and Coombe were sent in as a last attempt. Five
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wickets however fell for three runs, Henderson and Tasker both

being beautifully taken at the wicket, and we had no alternative other
than to play out time. Ricketts and Bashford did this sllccesfuIIy
for twenty-five minutes.

In conclusion it only remains to say that if fielders had taken
their chances there might have been a definite result one way or the
other: Bashford again more than proved his worth, Maddison in one
spell seemed more on the offensive than usual, bllt apart from the

catches of Chignell and Henderson, and perhaps the wicket-keeping

of Glennie, there were few things in the field worthy of praise.

WEST~llNSTHR.
1st innings.

P.P.Gawthorne, c Glennie, b Maddison 108
D. L. Wilkius, lbw, b Tasker 28
D. F. Cunliffe, b Bashford 14
K. S. Andrews, c Chignell, b Bashford... 33
J. D. Stocker, b Maddison... 6
F; F. Calway, b Maddison... 5
A. F. Taylor, c WilIiams b Bashford... 0
E. A. Sinclalr, b Bashford... 15
J. W. \Voodbridge. not out 5
J. C. S Doll, b Bashford 0
P. C. Eyre, b Bashford 4

Extras 13

2nd innings.
c Glennie, b Hodgkinson... 28
b Maddison 11
c Glennie, b Bashford 11
c Henderson, b Maddison... 59
b Maddison 51
c Glennie, b Bashford 29
did not bat
c and b, b Bashford 13
lbw, b CbigneIl... 12
not out 9
c Glennie, b Chignell 4

Extras 18

Total ... 231 Total (for 9 declared) ... 245

SCHOOL.
1st innitlgs.

M. S. Glennie. b Calway ... 45
C. F. V. Martin, b Stocker 115
J. F. N. Hodgkinson, iJ Calway 2
S. F. St. M. Williams, b Eyre ... 18
R.F.S.Chignell,cWilkinsoll,bWoodbridge 11
D. F. Ricketts, lbw IN), b Eyre ... 0
A. L. A. Tasker. c Sinclair, b Eyre 36
F. A. Coombe, c Wilkinson, b Eyre... 0
I. Henderson, c Calway, b Woodbridge 17
H. J. C. I3ashford, not ou!... 1
D. R.P.Maddison,c Calway,b Woodbridge 13

Extras 5

21fd innings.
b Eyre
b Eyre
b Eyre
c Taylor, b Calway
c Calway b Taylor
not out
c Wilkinson, b Stacker
b Calway ..
c Wilkinson, b Stocker
not out
did not bat

Extras

10
40

8
17
38

3
o
o
1
o

2

Total ... 263 Total (for 1; wickets) ... 119
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BOWLING.

WESTMINSTER.

1st innit~gs. 2nd i,mings.
o. M. R. W. O. M. R. W.

D. R. P. Maddison 14 2 56 3 19 4 55 3
H. J. C. Bashford 21.6 4 57 6 25 7 60 3
R. F. S. Chignell 10 2 31 0 11 1 45 2
A. L. A. Tasker 7 0 33 1 8 0 33 1
S. F. St. M. WiIliams ... 3 0 20 0 7 0 29 0
J. F. N. Hodgkinson ... 6 1 21 0 3 2 5 0

SCHOOL.

1st innings. 2nd innings.
J. D. Slocker 19 3 77 1 10 6 19 2
P. C. Eyre 18 1 45 4 15 2 32 3
F. F. Calway 9 1 42 2 10 3 39 2
J. W. W oodbridge 15 3 56 3 5 1 18 0
A. F. Taylor 5 0 27 0 4 1 9 1
D. F. Cunliffe 1 0 11 0

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

Played at Downside on Saturday, July 10th.

The School won the toss and batted on a really perfect wicket. We
put up one of our best performanes of the term in beating a side
which had a reputation for its all-round soundness. Glennie and
Martin started quietly, but were soon at home. They again gave us
an excellent start, scoring 79 before Glennie was taken at the wicket.
Hodgkinson joined Martin and after a short delay for rain, the pair
proceeded to add 72 more runs by Illnch. The 100 had gone up in
sixty-three minutes. Hodgkinson was out immediately after lunch,
and the scoring slowed down, the ZOO not being obtained until 3 p.m.

Martin was evetually caught at the wicket, having batted really well,
giving only one chance, although that an easy one, when 57. The
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last batsmen went for the bowling and with Bashford hitting

everything alike into the long field, the School declared at 4 p.m.
Brennan's wicket-keeping was a feature of the innings.

Downside thus had two hours fOI ty minutes to get the runs, an

almost impossible task, which they never attempted. Masters was
the only one to score with confidence, and he was lucky to get into
double figures, being dropped at the wicket and then twice in the

slips by the time three avers had been bowled. Hawkins was well
caught at short leg off a long hop; Chignell had Reeve-Tucker and

Pollen out from careless strokes to had balls- Bashford making a
great catch at fine leg; Brennan was smartly stumped off Bashford
and the School was definitely on top, when five wickets were down
for 52 runs. Crowder and Masters then withstood the bowling for
an hour, until a beautiful length ball from Bashford bowled Masters.
The remaining batsmen all stayed for a time and when Sheridan
was lbw, we were left winners with seven minutes to spare.
It was a really good victory and the greatest praise must first go
to Bashford for his wonderful all-round work; then to the opening

pair who laid the foundatiou for a big score, and finally to the fielders
for holding one or two remarkable, and several easy catches.

SCHOOL.

M. S. Glennie, c Brennan, b Addington 45
C. F. V. Marlin, c Brennan, b Sheridan 94
J. F. N. Hodgkin~on,c Brennan, bReeve-Tucker... 32
S. F. Williams, lbw, b Hawkins 31
R. F. S. Chignell, c Hunt, b Hawkins 19
F. A. Coombe, c Addington, b Hawkins 9
I. Henderson, b Hawkins ... 0
H. J. C. Bashford, b Hawkins 45
D. F. Ricketts, s Brennan, b Hawkins 4
A. L. A. Tasker, nol out ... 4
D. R. P. Maddison, did not bat

Extras 12

Total (for 9 wickets declared) ... 295
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DOWNSlDE.
R. L. Masters, b Bashford... 63
R. G. T. Hawkins, c Henderson, b Maddison -4
T. S. W. Reeve-Tucker, c Bashford, b Chignell ... 7
J. M. H. Pollen, c and b, Chignell ... 0
D. V. Brennan, s Glennie, b Bashford 0
R. T. Addington, c Martin, b Basbford 9
M. K. Crowder, c Hodgkinson, b M6ddison 21
P. E. Y. Dawson, b Hodgkinson 3
J. J. 13. Hunt, lbw, b Bashford 4
I. F. M. Turnbnll, not out... 7
R. G. Sheridan, lbw. b Bashford 1

Extras 14

Total ... 133

BOWLING.

DOWNSIDE.
O. ~1. R. W.

D. R. P. Maddison ... 14 2 30 2
H. J. C. Bashford 22.3 11 42 5
R. F. S. Chignell 14 6 9 2
J. F. N. Hodgkinson 7 1 21 J
A. L. A. Tasker 4 1 10 0
I. Henderson 3 0 7 0

SCHOOL.
H. G. Sheridan '" 20 2 68 1
J. J. B. Hunt 2 1 5 0
T. S. W. Reeve-Tucker... 17 3 58 1
R. T. Addington 10 2 41 1
J. M. H. Pollen 19 1 59 0
I. F. M. Turnbull 2 0 16 0
R. G. T. Hawkins ... 9.4 2 36 6

2ND XI.

14-3

An exciting match was played against BI uton on the Upper cn

June 5th. Bruton batted first, and, thanks to an opening partnership
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of 69 and a not out 103 by D. H. Sladen, declared at 246 for six

wickets. The School went for the runs and got withIn 15 when stumps

were drawn, the score then being 234- for eight wickets. Pilkington
(37), Humphreys (37), Rowlette (27), Munden (25), all batted well.

S. F. \Villiams however claimed chief honours with 52.

Against Allhallows on June 12th (away), the 2nd XI. did nol do
so well, Batting first, Humphreys (22) and Lake (20) alone showed

confidence and the side were all out for 101. Allhallows secured the

runs with three wickets down and finally compiled 209 for four wickets

at the close. Mitchell bowled as well as anybody, but the School

were very weak in this department, and there was no one who could
be really termed a bowler. G. Langton made 122 not out for
Allhallows, but otherwise there were no outstanding scores.

Shaftesbury were decisively beaten by five wickets on June 17th
(away). Good bowling by Mitchell and H. P. Williams soon dismissed
Shaftesbury for 107. The fielding was not as good as usual, but
Scammell caught an excellent catch. Pilkington and Scammell gave

us an excellent start of 65 and, despite the loss of two quick wickets,

Irvine (15), Stevenson (37 not out) and Munden (28 not oud, soon

hit off the runs. Lake captained the side in the absence of Griffin

and Irvine kept wicket.

On July 10th, the 2nd XI played Downside on the Upper and

won easily by ten wickets. Downside batted first and, thanks to a
fifth wicket partnership of 63, were able to declare at 139 for nine,
leaving us one and three-quarter hours to get the runs. P. H.

Humphreys four for 22, H. P. WilIiams three for 22, and W. H.
Mitchell two for H shared the wickets. J. R. L. Scammell (83) and
L. A. B. Pilkington (65), went in first and remained undefeated.
They both batted very well, and put on 150 runs in ninety minutes.

The former drove particulary well and hit eleven fours.
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HOUSE MATCHES.

House Captains have kindly informed me of the following notable
individual performances to date (July 12th), this term. *Denotes
not out, and I apologise for any accidental omissions.

JUNIORS.

SCHOOL HOUSE"A": Earls-Davis, 42 and five for 17; Deshon 57;

Brayne, 30 and four for 29; Shaw, three for 2; Deshon (wicket
keeper) and Winnicott, were prominent in the field.

SCHOOL HOUSE "B": Slingsby, 46*,36*, five for H and three for 7;
Courtenay, 50; Lilley, 30*, six for 15 and six for 10; Shawyer,

two for 3 and two for O.

PARRY-]ONES': \Vatson ma. 66; Watson mi. 71; Leslie-]ones mi. 56;
Carey, four for 9 and nine for 20; Carringbn, six for 22. Watson
ma. an especially good field.

HEY'S: Snushall, three for 25 and three for 26.

BARLOW'S : Bethell ma. 71; iJ enson, 41 ; Sloan, five for 1 ; Hudson,
three for 18; Wright, four for 29.

Ross': ElIis, 44; Denne, 55*; Kirkwood, 54* and three for 6; \Vay,

five for 13 and four for 22; Evans, four for 17; Roberts, five for
22; !vlarker, six for 47; Ellis, three for 22, seven for 28 and five

for 32; Harman ma. and Drnce were both excellent wicket

keepers.

THOMPSON'S: Chignell mi. 97; Vipan, 56*, three for 11 and five for

9; Heale, 49 and three for 2.

SENIORS.

SCHOOL HOUSE "A": ('D. Elderton's) Earls-Davis, 72; Maddison,
four for 14; H umphreys, 45 and three for 7. ('D. Thompsoll's)

Brayne, 62; illaddison, 50 and three for 25.
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SCHOOL HOUSE "B": (v. Hey's) Williams tert., 39, four for 27 and

six for 60. (v. Parry-Jones') Howard, 56; de Glanville ma. 50;
Peacock, 45; Courtenay, 56; Williams tert., five for 57.

PARRY-JONES': (v. Barlow's) Irvine ma., 101; \Vatson ma., 57;
Leslie-Jones ma. five for 9; Williams mi., five for 62. (v. School
House "B") Williams mi. 50. Irvine ma. (wicket-keeper) very
successful, taking five wickets in each match.

HEY'S: (v. School House "B") Bashford, 47"', 77, four f~r 40, four
for 25; Kendal, four for 36, four for 27. (v. Barlow's) Bashford,
five for 32, five for 45; Lydekker, four for 27.

BARLOW'S : (v. Hey's) BartJett, 50 and four for 18; Dunwoody, four
for 37; Hutchison, three for 9.

ELDERTON'S: (v. School House "A") Coombe, 106; Loveluck, 57;
Bulmer mi., six for 85 and four for 60. (v. Ross') Loveluck, 57 ;
Mitchell, 68; Ware, 39.

Ross': (v. Thompsoll's) Glennie, 54 and 48; Tasker, four for 40.
Ellis, four for 26. (v. Elderton's) Glennie (121) and Tasl{er (110)
put on 196 for first wicket in seventy minutes; Ellis, four for 36;
Tasker, four for 49. Glennie (wicket-keeper), took five wickets
in each match.

THOMPSON'S: (v. Ross') Chignell, 52, 39 and four for 53. (v. Elderton's)

Vipan, 51, and two for 4. M.S.G.

JUNIORS FINAL.

This match ended in a draw: the two houses will share the cup.
Scores: Ross', 176 for nine dec. (Smedley 63, Denne 34, Carey,
three for 32)-rarry-Jones', 131 for five (Watson mi. 30, Leslie-Jones
ma. 34, Philip-Smith ma. 44*).
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An account of the Seniors Final and 1st XI v. Town, together
with the Retrospects and Averages will appear in the November issue.

TENNIS.

The standard of tennis in the School is gradually improving, and

I feel confident that the present School team would beat that of four

years ago both in stroke production and general tactics.

It must be remembered that, although most of the School are able
to play an occasional game of tennis, the majority of boys are expected
to play cricket, and only about twenty-five of the senior boys play
tennis as their regular form of exercise; it is out of this very small

number that the School tennis side is chosen.

A. H. Campbell, the captain, has been three years in the side, and
is the most finished player in the team; his first year, like most
beginners, he favoured gronnd shots more than the volley, and there

fore rarely got up to the net,-this fault he has greatly improved, and
for his age he is a player above the average. His partner, M. L.

\Vatts, is the most improved player on the side; last year he was
very erratic, and although shaping well never produced good results.
This year he has steadied up a lot, and though not so sure as
Campbell, yet together they make a strong pair, and have won all
their matches against School sides this term.

The second pair, G. H. Vellacott and J. C. Whately-Smith, are
far less accurate, they have not yet acquired the art of anticipation,
and lack that concentration on muscular alertness that is absolutely
necessary in match play; Vellacott's best point is his volleying, which
is firm and more certain than his ground shots, and his natural desire
to get up to the net makes him a more formidable player than he

otherwise appears; \Vhately-Smith's best point is his service, which
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is fast and often well-placed, but his general play is uncertain and

his positioning often at fault.
The third pair, M. G. Cardew and M. P. Pick, are not a strong

combination; they yet have to learn the art of true stroke production
off the ground, and neither are at all certain of their volleying; their

great asset is their keenness, and if they will hold fast to this and
concentrate on the coaching they have been given, then accuracy

and genera! improvement will follow. M.E.K.W.

Up to the present moment the School Tennis VI have had five
matches, of which two have been against Schools. The match against

Bryanston, arranged for July 3rd, had to be cancelled owing to risk
of infection. In addition to the ordinary fixtures a match was played
against a Town side of four mixed doubles pairs; this resulted in a

win for the School, who were unable to field a side of mixed p~irs.

Over the Masters' match and over the 0.5S. match it is beth'r to
draw a veil, for in neither case did the School win a single match.
In the Masters' match the team had not really settled down, and their
only positive success against a good side was one set ,von by the first

pair against Mr. Randolph and Mr. \Vestlake. In the O.SS. match
the visitors treated us to some very fine tennis, but they brought such a

strong team that they won every match with the exception of one
not played, and only lost three sets in the process. B. H. Sheldon
and P. E. 5heldon were a fine first pair for the O.SS. The match

'tI. Sherborne Club"A" resulted in one win, six losses, olle dra \V and
one match left unplayed.

The Downside match was played at Downside on hard courts and
was won by six matches to three. In each case the level matches
(i.e., first pair 'tI. first pair, etc.) were ef three sets and were won by

the School. The deciding factors proved to be steadiness and
perseverance.
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The best and most exciting match was played here agflinst Canford,
and was lost by four matches to five. This produced some good

tennis, and the issue was in doubt right until the end of the last

match. The School won two out of the three level matches, both of
them in three sets. Whately-Smith and Vellacott beat their
opponents by 5-7, 8-6, 6-4, and Campbell and \iVatts won by
11-13,6-4,7-5. This put us in a commanding position, which
was reversed after tea by the defeat of our second pair by their third
pair in three sets, 3-6, 8-6, 5-7. Tribute is due to the courage

and remarkable retrieving powers of Goldingham and Earl, Canford's
third pair.

It would be idle to pretend that this has been an excellent
season, but it has seen at any rate some tennis which, though not

promising to start with, has improved a great deal. A.H.C.

P.T. COMPETITION.

The competition was held on Tuesday, May 25th. Colonel

\Vand-Tetley and Captain Anderson very kindly came down from the
Army School of Physical Training, Aldershot, to act as Judges. The

work shown was very level and of a good standard; however, in the
very helpful criticisms of the judges they considered they were not

really seeing our daily work, but rather judging a demonstration
prepared for the purpose. This criticism is somewhat true, and in
view of it I put forward the suggestion that next year the competition

should be carried out in ordinary squads and not in House mass;
this idea met with their approval and we shall probably try it.

I personally was very satisfied with the work, and much appreciate
the time and trouble many senior instructors have taken-in just

such proportion does the House benefit by their efforts. I was very
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pleased to see Elderton's win; their P.T. is ahvays efficient and their

instructors inspire confidence by their obvious interest in the work.

My one warning to instructors is that they must always be on the
look-out for unnecessary strain in their squads brought on by mis
placed keenness; their slogan should be " braced-up, but not strained,"

and they should demand conscious effort without any undue tenseness.

The marks are very level, only eleven points dividing the first

and last Houses. The result was as follows:-

1. Elderton's 128 5. School House "B" 122

2. Hey's 126 6. Barlow's 120
3. Parry-Jones' 124 7. School House "A" 118

4. Ross' 123 8. Thompson's 117

M.E.K.W.
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The Shooting this summer has certainly reached a higher standard
than it did last year. There has also been a larger numher of
competent marksmen on the border-line of inclusion in the eight.

The experiment has been tried of employing professional markers.
Of postal marches we have won eighteen and lost six. In side

by side matches the eight made the phenomenal scores of 507 against
Marlborough (won), and 498 against a team from Cambridge brought
down hy D. Lloyd, 0.5. If these scores flatter us, we can fairly
claim to be worth more than the 434 and 426 scored against Clifton
and Canford respectively, both of which matches were lost. One of
our weakest points seems to have been a failure to adapt ourselves

. to new conditions.
At Bisley the eight were twentieth out of 82 competitors, in the

shoot for the Ashhurton Shield, scoring 455. 'The Shield was won
by Winchester with 477. Scores were unusually low this year on
account of a difficult wind.

SHOOT FOR THE ASHBURTON SHIELD.

(seven shots to count at each range)
200 yards. 500 yards. Total

H. W.King 30 29 59
A. G. Dick 30 27 57
M. J. Colbourne 27 30 57
V. H. S. Hannay 28 29 57
P. A. G. Westlake 30 30 60
M. A. Floyer 27 28 55
T. C. M. Hodges 29 30 59
S. ]. H. Durnford 28 23 51

455
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P. W. E. Kidner was unfortunately debarred by illness from

inclusion in the team.
The Cadet Pair, Archdale and Bensted-Smith, although capable

of making a good score, made a bad start in the shoot for the Trophy

and seem to have been demoralised thereby. They scored 53 and 49
respectively.

The Veterans shot extremely well. Their scores were as follows
(ten shots to count at 500 yds.) :

D. A. Lloyd 46
F. M. Ready 47
T. R. T. Carr-Ellison ... 44-
]. C. Holloway 47
L. H. Handley 45

227

The competition was won by the Winchester Veterans with a

score of 239.
Those of us who. went to Bisley would like to express our thanks

for the hospitality so generously given to us by the Honorable
Artillery Company, in whose comfortable Club House we were enter

tained from Tuesday mid-day till Friday morning. Vve were shown
every kind of consideration, and made to feel very much at home.

This environment contributed a great deal to a memorable Bisley
meeting.

The Captain of Shooting, H. W. King, has performed his duties
with exceptional competence, and the team owes a great deal to his
coaching. Dick has done the secretarial work very efficiently, as

well as much valuable coaching. H.C.W.D.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

153

[The Editors decline to hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed
by their contributors.}

To the Editor of The Shirburtlia1t.

Dear Sir,

May I take this opportunity of thanking all those Masters who, as
usual, have taken an enormous amount of trouble in coaching School
Games, and also all those who, for the first time, have taken on the
extremely onerous task of snperintendi~g the House League games.

Yours etc.,

M. S. GLENNIE,

Captain of Cricket.

Dear Sirs,
May I take this opportunity of thanking all those masters who

have helped in coaching the tennis this term, and especially Mr.
Westlake, who has given up almost every afteruoonof the week to it.

A. H. CAMPBELL.

Dear Sirs,
I should like to draw the attention of those Shirburnians who will

be going up to Cambridge h. the merits of the Boxing Club.
There is no doubt that most of them will want to go in for some

manly sport, and to the majority Rugger will seem the best sport to
adopt. But unless they are already first-class players they will find
games rather few. It is to these that I should like to commend the
Noble Art for consideration.

When I was up one met a most refreshing variety of men in the

Club; embryo doctors, engineers, agriculturists, scientists, historians,
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who were all enthused with keeping fit, learning how to defend them

selves and hoping to uphold the honour of their 'Varsity.
I believe that the necessary training is now considered 10 be too

much of a tie, and in this connection let me give a rough outline of it

as I saw it. \Vhen training for a match there is a run every morning
which can be fitted in between lectures from eleven to twelve or else

from twelve to one o'clock. One or two afternoons a week are taken
up with lessons lasting in all about one hour, and in Ihe evenings
there is an hour or an hour and a half's sparring and exercise. Thus
the majority of one's afternoons are free, and one may go up to
Fenners or possibly play rugger on them. But one is dis~uaded from

playing rugger if an important match is drawing near in case one

gets crocked up.
It might be supposed that Boxing is rather an individualistic

sport, but this is not so. The team spirit is very strong and one
feels the support of the whole team all the time one is in the ring.

It is not an expensive sport. Indeed I believe that nowadays the

subscription to the Club is paid by dear father in the College bill !
The trainer, Bill Child, is coach, philosipher, counsellor, guide and

friend, and I feel it an honour to be one of his friends,

Yours sincerely,

]. L. GRAHAM WEALL.

I

J
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